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this also helps you better know your audience you re not making videos for yourself nor should you make a wide 

range of videos trying to keep everybody happy successful tiktokers make videos that they know their audience will 

love it is much easier to devote your attention to a particular group of people rather than just making random 

content 

most people begin on tiktok with a limited budget equipment and skills over time you should be able to develop 

your skills and hopefully once you can generate money you can improve your budget and equipment as well the 

key to success on tiktok is to produce high quality videos 

until tiktok s advertising network develops further the easiest way for tiktok influencers to earn money is by 

making direct arrangements with brands as people become better known on the platform they will begin to have 

brands approach them with business propositions once you count your followers in the thousands you can start 

to look at monetizing tiktok companies have been known to pay 200 to 20 000 per branded video promoted by 

influencers depending on the individual s level of influence 

most people use tik tok for killing time but there are also some people who use this social media for becoming 

famous this is possible only by getting their tik tok featured when it is featured those accounts will get more reach 

for their videos this will then give a higher amount of likes and followers in return there is no need of spending 

money for fame when there are free alternatives available yes don t ever spend your hard earned money for silly 

things like these tik tok is a growing community and therefore there are more frauds to cheat you also 

tiktok is still relatively new even when you allow for its previous life as muscial ly therefore people are still 

discovering the best ways to succeed on the platform ironically one of the most successful methods is to work tiktok 

along with another network some of the top tiktok influencers also perform exceptionally well on youtube with 

best of tiktok type compilations and they manage to take advantage of youtube s established advertising system 
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unlike youtube tiktok users don t get to share in the advertising revenue on the platform so you have to find other 

ways to earn money on tiktok this makes the amount you can make more variable on tiktok however once you 

make a name for yourself the money you earn on tiktok can be very lucrative according to our tiktok influencer 

engagement and earnings calculator charli d amelio potentially earns 56 000 94 000 per post 

tiktok coins can only be purchased directly from within the app the price usually sits around 100 coins for 1 but it 

does fluctuate as tiktok adjusts the prices for inflation and maximum profitability 

 


